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Classification

Area
Student/ 

Faculty /Staff Name Comment Notes Complete/Corrected
Adv. 
Manufact. Staff Diane Brady Advanced Manufacturing and Transportation page doesn’t have the notation at the bottom as to what the asterisk refers to.  (phase 2) Correct in FMP Completed

Bldg 1800 Staff Nan Ho

There is one key feature that still is not clear in the draft.  Building 1800 Renovation is shown both in Phase 1 and Phase 2.  Based on what you and I 
talked about today, it sounds like the 10,000 sq ft renovation in Phase 1 should include the revamping/repurposing of any vacated labs.   I want to 
make sure that we cover the moving of 2nd story programs into the 1st story in phase 1.  It is not entirely clear what phase 2 Bldg 1800 would 
include.  Do you know? Discussed with Dean Ho Completed

CTE Complex Staff Diane Brady

The one area I have been concerned about is the “CTE Complex” that includes Public Safety and Advanced Manufacturing and Transportation.  I 
wanted to make sure the areas we are planning are large enough to support  a lot of vehicle traffic, and storage for the fire engines & 
ambulance(s), etc.
I am happy to see that a carport is planned so that the vehicle storage is covered.  From the drawing, it appears that both of these buildings are 3 
story – is that correct? They don’t appear to be connected in the drawing, but I understand they will share an entry way, which I think would be 
good. Comment responded to VP Brady Completed

Faculty Village Staff Nan Ho

Faculty Village may not need as much space for administrative space, although the conference rooms and workrooms and such will still be needed.  
Roanna and I had discussed moving the Dean’s area to Bldg 1000 on the 2nd floor during construction.  But we would still need to have support 
rooms in the faculty village

General comment, no response by 
FMP consultants Completed

FMP Staff Nan Ho

FMP Pg. 10. This paragraph on page 10 no longer reflects our actual situation due to AB 705. 
There has been a dramatic increase over the last 10 years in the percentage of low-income students at the College. Further, many Las Positas 
College students are assessed as unprepared for college upon arrival, requiring them to enroll in Basic Skills programs for Math and English. Las 
Positas College has been successful at addressing the academic needs of their diverse student body and have significantly higher program 
completion rates than the state average, but may begin to see an increased need for basic skills courses as students are drawn from previously 
underserved communities. Add/Change in FMP Inserted/completed

FMP Not disclosed Adeliza Flores FMP Pg. 108. Chemistry Lab Support should show: 1812, 1812a, 1812c Change in FMP Corrected/completed
FMP Not disclosed Adeliza Flores FMP Pg. 108. Chemistry Special Labs shoud show: 1803, 1806, 1807 (weighing room) Change in FMP Corrected/completed

FMP Not disclosed Thomas Fuller
FMP Pg. 116. In the chart it lists 3000 new sq. ft. for Horticluture as Sculpture and Ceramics. That’s a big area. Can you find out what that is for me? 
It has me baffled. 

Respond, see FMP notes on page 
provided. Corrected/completed

FMP Staff Nan Ho FMP Pg. 130. The diagram on the right does not show the completely the Viticulture structures (it is cut off on the right) Fix in FMP Completed

FMP Staff Nan Ho
FMP Pg. 135. There is a typo/syntax error—perhaps the word “the” should be “that” The Appendix to the Las Positas College Facilities Master Plan 
provides technical analysis the informed the planning process and will inform implementation. Fix in FMP, see markup on page. Completed

FMP Staff Nan Ho
FMP Pg. 19. I think the legend is not correctly sized as you can tell what the darker colored buildings represent.  It looks like the legend box is cut 
off.  In fact, the legend box on page 21 seems like it should used on page 19 as well Fix in FMP, see markup on page. Completed

FMP Staff Nan Ho
FMP Pg. 42. Faculty members have also reported that it is difficult to fill classes outside of peak hours while other programs are overfilled at all 
times of the day, including evenings and early evenings.  The use of evenings and early evenings seems redundance. Add/Change in FMP Completed

FMP Staff Nan Ho
FMP Pg. 43. Not clear what Participation rate in legend means:  Participation rate of 2.14% - from fall census 2016 - maximum participation in 
previous 5 years Address in FMP Changed/Completed

FMP Staff Nan Ho FMP Pg. 56 Looks like a typo (or something got pasted over) in header above bullets: Landscape design for vehicular gateways includes the Fix in FMP, see markup on page. Corrected/completed

FMP Staff Nan Ho
FMP Pg. 62. Looks like an extra or incorrect preposition: This open space at the perimeter of campus offers opportunities for both physical 
education and of native California plant horticulture. Fix in FMP, see markup on page. Corrected/completed

FMP Staff Nan Ho

FMP Pg. 64. Wheels Bus is not spelled correctly in two places: TRANSIT - The College will continue to work with Wheel Bus to improve bus transit. 
For purposes of this FMP, the future site plan assumes that the current bus stop location will remain between Lots C and D. The FMP includes the 
following transit programs: • Coordinate with Wheel Bus to improve bus transit frequency and access to the campus. Fix in FMP, see markup on page. Corrected/completed

FMP Staff Nan Ho FMP Pg. 65. verb used incorrectly, To fully addresses these issues, the FMP includes the following parking programs: Fix/Correct in FMP, see page notes. Corrected/completed
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FMP Staff Nan Ho

FMP Pg. iv. Melissa is listed as Student Senate President. It would be good to get the entire roster from other divisions. 
Senate President: Melissa Korber 
Senate VP: Tina Inzerilla, Ph.D. 
Senate Secretary: Joel Gagnon 
Senate Treasurer: Kimberly Tomlinson 
Senate Admin Assist: Rifka Several 
A&H: Cindy Rosefield, Catherine Suarez, Toby Bielawski 
SLPC: Robin Roy, John Rosen 
STEM: Ashley Young, Michael Peterson, Segal Boaz 
BHAWK: Andrew Cumbo 
Student Services: Heike Gecox 
Part-time Faculty: Vicki Pabley, Jeff Judd (Chelsea Kubischta, alternate) 
Faculty Association: Heike Gecox 
Student Government: Kirstie Burgess

Update/change. Sent to consultants 
when received to correct. Completed

FMP Not disclosed Vicki Shipman

There are minor graphical corrections that need to be made. Is anyone looking at that? At a glance, below is what stood out to me. 
FMP Pg. 14. Shouldn't have a source: Unknown. Last paragraph repeated. Source: Institutional Research (there is a capital N)
FMP Pg. 39. ??? Open first sentence to read? Why is this sentence in the paragraph? This seems incomplete. 

Review/Correct in FMP, see page 
notes. Completed

FMP Staff Dan Marschak
We looked through the updated FMP and werent able to find a mention of any of our needs as we discussed in our meetings a few weeks back. We 
want to make sure they are documented somewhere and that we arent being left out of any future planning. 

Phase II projects do not identify 
programming, this takes place at a 
later stage.  Needs have been 
documented by the Facilities Team Comment - Addressed

FMP Not disclosed Adeliza Flores
FMP Pg. 108. Shared Spaces (4 @ 1000 sq ft) Each 1000 sq. ft should be able to accommodate 52 students. Many science classes are double 
sections. 

Ann to follow up with FMP 
consultants for sizing of spaces Corrected/completed

FMP Staff Nan Ho FMP Pg. 163. Looks like a typo about the year that the 2200 building was constructed.  Probably built in 2005? Check and Correct Corrected/completed
FMP Staff Nan Ho FMP Pg. 175++ Appendix D Hard to read due to sideways orientation of memorandum Cannot rotate Completed
FMP Staff Nan Ho FMP Pg. 21. Legend box is too big, covers the map Fix Completed

FMP Staff Nan Ho

FMP Pg. 73. Who is “The following?” The following will use the following General Sustainability
Practices: 
ƒ.Properly store and limit use of hazardous materials, seek out
environmentally friendly alternatives.
ƒ.Incorporate tree planting into stormwater plan and use trees to reduce
energy consumption.
ƒ.Use biotreatment and infiltration Best Management Practices (BMPs) to
reduce detention requirements.

Review/see page from FMP for 
correction Completed

General Student Ms. Hsu How will reception be in outdoor areas? Currently its extremely limited. 
This is being addressed with the 
Secuity Master Plan Completed

General Student  Ms. Hsu
Parking, why is there not PV over all parking? It both allows alternative energy forces on campus and reduces fuel consumption for a/c during 
sunny months (most of the year)

Due to PG&E changes additional PV's 
over parking does not benefit the 
college Completed

General Faculty Angella VeuJohn

Since space is at such a premium on our cmapus, I think we should consider space/buildings for growing programs in which a large number of 
students can get degrees and certificates. As such I DON’T think we should be building softball fields and other athletic fields and an auxilary gym. I 
would also question so much land/space & building for horticulture & viticulture given they are NOT large, nor growing programs with a large 
number of students. Nor do they award a large number of degrees nor certificates. Nor do they have jobs which provide a living wage for students. 

Their space is limiting enrollment. 
Responding to industry need and we 
do see. Completed

General Faculty Angella VeuJohn What does STEAM mean on the building plan? 
STEAM includes portions of the Arts 
and Media programs at LPC Completed

General Student Ms. Hsu
What is being done to improve mobility access to building? Current campus buildings have a few stairs here and there at main entrances, 
effectively segregating anyone who is less able to side and back entrances. Addressed by building and in FMP Completed

General Student Ms. Hsu
Will buildings be clearly labled with numbers on all four sides? Many now are visible from only one angle of approach, making navigation for new 
folks very difficult. 

Addressed by building; outside of the 
FMP Process Completed

Public Safety Staff Diane Brady Public safety faculty offices – says 5 @100 sq. ft. but only 400 total Noted Completed
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